Auction 120 Silent Discrepancies

2021: Thin 3" crack top of handguard forward of band
2053: Light pinprick pitting at high edges of receiver
2072: C&R
2101: Reapplied older blue, stocks show older added finish
2148: Thin hairline crack at upper tang, left tip stock
2149: Metal surfaces mostly blue-gray patina under bright light,
thin crack at upper tang
2154: Rear of triggerguard has been relieved for more finger clearance
2273: Replacement barrel is 9mm
2275: Single action only hammer, replacement K38 barrel
2292: A few spots of moderate pitting underside barrel near muzzle
2296: Thin 3" crack top wrist
2301: Ding left edge triggerguard
2304: C&R
2314: No magazine
2321: Model 65-4
2329: Small repair on front sight
2340: C&R
2342: C&R
2347: Reapplied gold finish
2349: Frame is gold tone with scattered light flaking
2404: One added hole top of receiver, 2" hairline crack left wrist
2409: Optics are slightly clouded but still very good
2428: A couple small dings forward edges of stock
2446: 1 1/2" crack right rear edge of forend
2450: Scattered light oxidation staining throughout barrel
2452: A few small patches of light pinprick pitting about halfway down bore
2456: No nipple present
2475: Small thin cracks either side top edge of buttstock where it meets frame
2507: Spot of light pitting on bolt body and left side receiver
2547: Cal 22 LR
2570: A couple of cracks forming into chips at upper tang
2690: Four added holes on left side receiver that are now plugged
2711: Two holes on receiver near Winchester proof,
left rear of stock inletted for peep sight
2735: Model is LC9 not LCP
2741: Withdrawn
2764: Barrel is 5 1/2" bull barrel
2794: C&R
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2797: C&R
2799: Metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue, gripstraps show fading
and light oxidation staining
2802: Antique, not C&R
2806: Modern not Antique
2812: Tip of hammer spur broken off
3246: Contains 5 boxes total not 6
3366: 15-round magazine, not 30
3443: Withdrawn
3602: Contains 7 boxes
3611: Contains 4 boxes

